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lAbstract
～
The organ of Corti (OC) in the cochlea transforms sounds into action potentials in
auditory nerve fibers･Asthe extreme vulnerability to trauma exhibited by the cochlea
prevents the experimental observations that could confirmthe inherence in this process, the
two-dimensional fimite-element model of the OC was constructed･ Using this model, the
dynamic behavior of the OC was analyzed･Asthe OC is immersed in lymph fluid, the
interaction between the OC and the lymph fluid must be taken into account when the
dynahic behavior of the OC and fluid pressure distribution are numerically analyzed.
However, the complex structure of the OC and the large difference in material properties
between the fluid and the structure of the OC complicate modeling of the lymph-OC
interaction uslng COmmerCially available FEM applications･ Therefわre, the orlglnal
program was developed to consider the fluid-structure interaction.
When a fluid pressure fluctuation is induced by vibration of the stapes, two types of
pressure waves, so-called fast and slow waves, occur in the cochlea.Asthe OC is driven
by these pressure waves, it is important to understand their frequency characteristics.
However, there have been no reports on emplnCal observations of these waves, because of
the difficultyof measuring them independently. Using the model, the magnitude and phase
of the fast and slow waves to the model were predicted so as to fit the numerically obtained
pressure distribution in the scala tympani with that of the intracochlea pressure
measurement･ Next, the dynamic behavior of the OC was analyzed when these predicted
pressures were applied to the OC･ Consequently, it was fわund that the magnitude or the
fast wave increases with increaslng frequency for the entire frequency range, and the
magnitude of the slow wave increases gradually with increaslng frequency until it reaches a
maximum at the characteristic frequency (CF), and it then falls sharply. It was also found
that the OC shows a rotational movement around a polnt near the fわot of the inner pillar cell･
Finally, by comparing Our numerical results with experimental data, lt Was confirmed that
the availability of the model to simulate dynamic behavior of the OC.
21. Introduction
(
It isknownthat the remarkable sensitivity and frequency selectivityexhibited by
the cochlea are properties that are established by the mechanical motion of the organ of
Corti (OC). Eighty percent of the significant hearing loss patients are attributed to
pathologlCal changes in this motion, so an accurate understanding of the cochlear amplifier
would have profound clinical significance･ For example, it may help to analyze firing
behavior in the auditory nerve and it will be of special use to predict the responses when
new heanng aid devices are developed. This requlreS Characterization of the role played
by each of the structures of the OC in vivo, which is loaded by the fluids surrounding them･
The auditory transduction process relies upon specific details of this motion to
generate an accurate neural representation of the sound stimulus. However, how the OC
moves under the physiological condition is controversial because it is difficult to observe
the dynamic behavior of the OC directly･ The extreme vulnerability to trauma exhibited by
the cochlea prevents the experimental observations that could confirmthe inherence in this
process. In order to dissolve the mechanics of cochlea, numerical analyses of the cochlea
have been developed･ Most cochlear models were reconstmcted using the electrical circuit
that finds applications in many areas of electrical englneerlng･ Many of them are able to
realistically simulate the gross mechanical response of the OC, but their fbmulation
simplifies the complex structure of the cochlea to reduce independent variables.
Our study intends to analyze the dynamic behavior of the OC, which is the key or
the mechano-electrical transduction exhibited in the cochlea. As the OC is immersed in
lymph fluid, the interaction between the OC and the lymphfluid was taken into account
when the dynamic behavior of the OC and fluid pressure distribution are numerically
analyzed･ The two-dimensional finite-element models of the OC and lymphfluid were
constructed. The nuid-structure interaction between the model of the OC and those of the
lymph fluid was considered by means of a staggered approach. Using these models, first,
3unknownYoung'SーmOduli of individual portions within the OC model were determined
based on the static sti仇leSS measurement Of the OC (Naidu and Mountain, 1998)～　The
frequency characteristics of the fast and slow waves, which are pressure waves in the
cochlea, Were then predicted so as to fit the numerically obtained distribution of the
intracochlea pressure with the experimentally obtained one (01son, 2001). Finally, the
dynamic behavior of the OC was analyzed when these predicted pressures were applied to
the OC, and it was compared with experimental data to confirmthe availability of the
model.
42･ Role of the cochlea in hearIng
(
2･1. Anatomy
Figure 2･l shows a simplified sketch of the human auditory system. The sound
entering the extemal auditory mea血s vibrates the tympanic membrane. These vibrations
are mechanically transmitted by the ossicles (malleus, incus and stapes) to the cochlea.
The cochlea contains the sensory cells which convey the acoustic slgnals to the auditory
nerves.
The mammalian cochlea consists of afluid-filled duct that is coiled like a snail shell
and is embedded in bone･ Figure 2･2 shows a simplified sketch of the cross section of the
cochlea･ The cochlea is divided into three compartments by two longitudinal membranes.
The upper membrane, i･e･, Reissner's membrane, divides the scala vestibuli (SV) from the
scala media (SM). Reissner's membrane is very compliant, and has little effect on cochlea
hydromechanics. Its main function is an ionic barrier between the SV and the SM. The
fluid in the SM has an electrical potential (endocochlear potential) that is 90 mV more
positive than that of the SV and the scala tympani (ST). These ionic and potential
gradients are maintained by specialized cells located in the stria vascularis, which makes up
much of the outer wall of the SM.
Figure 2･3 Shows some of the key features of the OC･ The OC sits upon the basilar
membrane (BM) which separates the SM from the ST. Today, it isknown that the OC is
the key element which provides the mechan0-electrical transduction. The BM is attached
to a bony shelfcalled the spiral lamina at its inner side and to a specialized tissue called the
spiral ligament at its outer edge･ The spiral ligament is attached to the bone by anchoring
cells and may seⅣe to create or maintain tension in the spiral ligament-BM complex
(Henson et all, 1985). The width of the cochlea duct and the spiral lamina decreases from
base to apex while the width of the BM increases from base to apex･
The cells of the OC are usually divided into two groups: the sensory cells (hair cells
5and nerve endings), and the supporting cells. The pillar cells forman arch that divides the
OC along its radial direction into two reglOnS, One COntalnlng a Slngle row of inner haitr cells
(IHCs) and the other containing three rows of outer hair cells (OHCs). The pillar cells are
quiterigid and appear to play an 1,mPOrtant Structural role within the OC･ The IHCs get
their name from their location on the inner side of the cochlea spiral･ The OHCs are
located toward the outer side of the cochlear spiral and are believed to play a motor function
in the mechanical performance of the cochlea･ They receive slgnificant efferent
innervation from fibers that originate in the medial superior olivary nucleus of the brainstem
providing neural control of cochlear mechanics･ The OHCs are always located at a
slgnificant angle to the BM and are approximately parallel to the outer pillar cells･
The BM is divided aloI鳩ltS radial direction into two reglOnS, i.e., the arcuate and
pectinate zones. The arcuate zone extends from the spiral lamina to the foot of the outer
pillar cell, and the pectinate zone extends from the outer pillar cell to the spiral ligament･
The force needed to displace the BM has been measured as a function of radial position
(01son and Mountain, 1994; Naidu and Mountain, 1998). The region of the BM directly
under the foot of the outer pillar cells is stiffer than the regions Of either side･ The
pectinate zone was found to be stiffer than the arcuate zone.
The apical membranes of the pillar cells, hair cells, and some other supporting cells are
tightly joined together to fbm a platelike stmcture on the top of the OC is called the
reticular lamina (RL). These tightjunctions fbm an ionic ba汀ier between the SM and the
OC･ In contrast, the BM appears to be reasonably permeable to ions with the result that
the ionic composition of the fluid within the OC is very much like that of the perilymph,
which fills the SV and the ST･ One group of cells that make up part of the RL is the
Deiter's cells. Their cell bodies are located beneath the OHCs and fbm cups within which
the OHCs are seated. Each Deiter's cell has a long thin process, called phalangeal process,
that projects to the RL. Each ofphalangeal process ends in a platelike structure, and these
structures are interdigitated between the OHCs.
6The limbusis a structure that protrudes from the upper surface of the spiral lamina
and provides the major attachment point for the tectorial membrane (TM). The TM is an
extracellular matrix and extends from the limbus slightly beyond the outmost row of OHCs.
The tallest hairs of the OHCs appear to be embedded in the TM. Whether the IHC
stereocilia are in contact with the TM remains unresolved (Lim, 1980; Ulfendahl et a1.,
2001). Another unresolved issue is whether the outer edge of the TM is connected to the
RL
The stapes provides the sound pressure Input tO the SV from･the middle ear･ At the apICal
end of the cochlea, the SV is connected to the ST via the helicotrema, which equalize the
static pressures between the two scalae. The ST has a membranecovered contact with the
middle ear cavity at the round window.
2.2. Mechano-electrical transduction
The vibrations of the tympanic membrane are finally transmitted to BM vibrations
in the cochlea through the cochlea fluid. On the BM, the OC transforms the BM vibrations
to action potentials in auditory nerve fibers. As a result, we perceive the sounds. This
process is known as mechano-electrical transduction of the IHC.
A number ofphysiologlCal and functional studies concemlng the IHC have provided
considerable information about the mechano-electrical transduction･ Figure 2･4 shows the
schematic illustration of the IHC and vibration mode or the OC. The IHC has a three_row
stmc仙red hair bundle called stereocilia on the top or the cell. The stereocilia or the IHC
are thought to be tilted by viscous drag offluid streamlng between the TM and the RL
(Kimura, 1966; Engstrom, 1978; Lim, 1972). The deflection of the stereocilia is supposed
to cause openlng OfK+ charLnels in the apICal reglOn Of the stereocilia and influx ofK+ ions
into血e cell (Davis, 1958; Pickles, 1984), which depolarize the intracellular potential of the
IHC (Hudspeth and Corey, 1977; Russell et a1., 1986). As a result, the neurotransmitter is
released and action potentials are produced in auditory nerve fibers. Katz and Miledi
7(1967) demonstrated that the IHC discharges impulses in proportion to IHC'S
depolarization.
2･3･ Frequency selectivity of the c,ochlea
The cochlea isknOwn to have sharp frequency selectivity. When the vibration of
the stapes is transmitted to the BM through the cochlea nuids, the vibration of the BM takes
the formof waves that travel downthe BM (von Bekesy, 1960). Figure 2.5 shows the
schematic of the traveling wave･ When a pure tone is transmitted to the BM, the reglOn Of
its maximum amplitude of the vibration is related to the frequency of the tone. In other
words, each has maximum amplitude at a specific frequency called characteristic frequency
(CF)･ More basal regions of the cochlea have higher CFs, while the characteristic place of
lower frequencies shifts progressively toward the apex. Figure 2.6 (a) displays that the
traveling waves on the BM have a peak near the base when high-frequency sounds enter the
cochlea. By contrast, low frequency sounds develop the traveling waves on the BM which
have a peak near the apex. Figure 2.6 (b) shows a schematic drawing of the place-CF map
in the human. The CF distributions differ within species.
8Middle ear Inner ear
Figure 2･1･ Schematic of the human auditory system･ The external auditory′
meatus conducts sound to the tympanic membrane･ The vibration of the tympanic
membrane is mechanically trans血tted by the osscicles (malleus, incus and stapes)
to the cochlea.
9Reissner's membrane
Figure 2.2. Schematic of the cochleaand its cross section. The three fluid-filled
tubes (scala vestibuli, scala media and scala tympani) are separated from 戸ach other
by Reissner's membrane and basilar membrane･ The organ of Cortl COntains
sensory cells which detect sound signals.
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OHCs
Figure 2･3･ Structure of the organ of Corti･ The organ of Corti contains sensory
and supporting cells. The inner hair cell and three rows of outer hair cells are
sensory cells. The tectorial membrane is an extracellular matrix and covers the
organ of Corti･ Auditory nerve fibers enter the organ of Corti from modiolus.
ill
Stereocilia
Figure 2･4･ Schematic illustration of the IHC and vibration mode of the organ of
Corti･ The IHC has a three-row structured hair bundle called stereocilia on the top
of the cell･ The stereocilia of the IHC are thought to be tilted by viscous drag of
fluid streaming betweenthe tectorialmembran占and the reticularlamina (Kimura,
1966; Engstrom, 1978; Lim, 1972).
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Scala tympani
Figure 2･5･ The vibration pattern of the BM･ The spiral-shaped BM is
straightened out･ When the vibration of the tympanic membrane is transmitted by
s印es to the BM, the vibration of the BM takes the fb- of waves that travel away
from the stapes and toward the cochlear apex･
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(b)
Apex
Base Basilar membrane
Figure 2･6･ Frequency selectivity of the cochlea.
(a) The vibration mode of the BM･ The traveling waves on the BM have a peak
near the base when high-frequency sounds enter the cochlea, while low frequency
sounds develop the traveling waves on the BM which have a peak near the叩eX･
(b) Schematic drawing of the place-characteristic frequency (CF) map in the
human･ The CF distributions differ within species･
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3.Model
(
3.1. Geometry
The OC at the basal仙m in the gerbil cochlea, the distance of which is 2.5-3.0 mm
from the base, was modeled as shown in Fig. 3.I. Table 3.I indicates geometric
parameters of the OC model which were detemined based on the measurement in the
hemicochlea of the gerbil (Edge et al. 1998). Meshing was done at a subcellular level
uslng a triangular element, by which the number of nodes- and elements were 1,274 and
2,139, respectively. The fluid within the Corti tunnel was treated as an elastic body
without shear stiffness. Although there is no element in the sub-tectorial space which is a
narrow space between the TM and RL, the viscous force was considered analytically on the
assumption that Couetteflow occurs in this space. The effect of the mass of the fluid in
the sub-tectorial space was assumed to be negligible, because the volume of this space is
inconsiderable in comparison with that of the SV
Tb simulate the behavior of the lymph mlid and its interaction with the OC, models
of the lymph fluid in the SV and the ST were constructed as shown in Fig. 3.2. The dark
area of each model comSpOnds to the OC. As the fluid pressure distributions in the scalae
are influenced by the lymphfluid in the longitudinal direction, three-dimensional fluid
models were constmcted. The long血dinal width of each model was detemined to be 48
pm, a value which is less than one-fourth of the wavelength of the traveling wave (Ren,
2002). In consideration of the modiolus and the cochlear wall, the left and right
boundaries of these models were fixed. Longitudinal boundaries of both models, the
boundary of the SV model at 150 Ltm from the BM and that of the ST model at 120 LLm from
the BM were also fixed because it was assumed that the lymphfluid did not move across
those boundaries. Mesh having intervals of 6トLm made it possible to evaluate the pressure
distribution around the OC in the scalae. As a result, the SV model and the ST model have
1 1 ,200 and 8,000 cubic elements, respectively.
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3･2･ Mechanical properties
(
Young's moduli or individual portions in the model were based on measurements f〃
vitro and in situ･ Young's modulus applied to the model was 6.0 x 102 N/m2 at the TM
(zwislocki, 1989), 1.0 x 104 N/m2/ at the OHCs (Ulfendahl, 1998), 1.0 x 107 N/m2 at the
phalanx (Laffon, 1996) and l･O x 109 N/m2 at the pillar cells (Tolomeo et al., 1997).
Young's moduli of the IHC and the Deiters'cells were assumed to be the same as those of
the OHCs and the phalanxes･ respectively･ Young's moduli of the Kimura's membrane,
which is the undersurface of the TM, and the RLwere assumed to be 1.0 x 106 N/m2 and 1.0
x 1 09 N/m2, respectively, because these structures would be stiffenough to support adjacent
structures･ As the reported Young's modulus for the cortical bone has been shownto be
2･0-2･2 × 1010 N/m2 (Ashman et all, 1984), that of the osseous spiral lamina, which is also a
bone, was assumed to be 2･0 × 1010 N/m2･ 池ung,s modulus or the stereocilia was
assumed to be 1.0 × 107 N/m2 (zetes and Mountain, 1997).
Although Ⅵ)ung's moduli or the BM and Hensen's cell would have a profわund
effect on the dynamic behavior of the OC, those of the gerbil have not been reported. To
determine Young's moduli of these portions, the stiffness of the OC obtained by numerical
analysis was compared with that of the gerbil measured by Naidu and Mountain (1998).
According to their experiment, the sti触ess of the OC was 2-I N/m at a point beneath the
OHCs when the OC at the basal tum was statically deflected. If the cells were removed
from the BM, the stiffness of the BM was assumed to be l･312･6 N/m at a point beneath the
OHCs･ Using the BM model, which was a reduced representation of the OC model as
shown in Fig･ 3･3, Young's modulus of the BM was detemined to be 1.0 × 107 N/m2.
Using the OC model as shown Fig･ 3･1, Ybung's modulus of the Hensen's cells was then
detemined to be 5.0 × 103 N/m2.
The Poisson's ratio of so氏cells and the TM, which is composed of the extracellular
matrix, was assumed to be O･49 because these portions are nearly incompressible, whereas
血ose of hard cells and the osseous spiral lamina were assumed to be 0.3 because this value
16
is commonly used in stmc山re analysts.
To guide the eye, the OC model shown in Fig･ 3.1 was colored with shades bfgray,
a different shade being used for each portion having the same mechanical property･ For
the lymph fluid models, mechanical properties were assumed to be the same as those of
water. Table 3.2 shows all mechanical properties of the models.
3.3. Formulation
ln the OC model, it was assumed that the cross section of the OC maintains its plane
surface when extemal force is applied to the OC. Therefore, the model of the OC was
formulated under the plane strain condition･ The equation of the motion of the structure by
the finite-element process is represented by the followlng matrix differential equation:
･M,計lC,計lK,us - f ,　　　　　(1)
where lM], lC] and lK] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, us is the
structural displacement vector, f is the force vector and i is the time･ The damplng matrix
lC] is derived from the linear combination of mass and stiffness matrices, i.e.,
lC] = alM]+PlK] ,　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2)
where α and β are Rayleigh damping parameters. In the Newmark-β method (Newmark,
1959), the displacement vector at the end or a time inteⅣal can be expressed in tens of the
displacement, veloclty and acceleration vectors at the beginnlng Of the interval as follows:
(lK]･ilc･･&lM,,)usn･1 -
fn･l･lM,(掌･諾意usn)･lc,匪十孟usn) , (,,
where 8t is the time interval and n is the time step. The velocity and acceleration vectors at
the end of a time inteⅣal can be expressed in tems or the velocity and acceleration vectors
at the beginnlng Of the time inteⅣal and the displacement vector at the end or the time
17
inteⅣal by the relations
ausn'l _
7--潔+孟(us-1 -usn),
a2usn+I _
頂｢-孝一孟苦十歳(usn･1 -usn) ･
(4)
(5)
Using Eqs･ (3), (4) and (5), values of the vectors at time step n + 1 can be obtained from the
previously determined values of the vectors and theknown value of the force vector.
In the lymphfluid models, as characteristic values are L = 170 LLm and U = 1
mm/S･ec･ where L is the length of the BM and U is the approximate maximum fluid veloclty
in the vicinity of the BM which was estimated from experimental data (01son, 2001), the
Reymolds number (Re) of the lymph fluid model is defined as
Re-苧-o･.7,　　　　　　　(6)
where /,is the density of water (1 g/cm3)･ In this range of Reynolds number, an
incompressible and viscous flow can be assumed, and thus an incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation was used to analyze the dynamic behavior of the lymph fluid. The
incompressible NavieトStokes equation is glVen by
告十(vf ･∇)vf ･吉vpoc IVAvf -0,　　　(7,
where vf is the fluid velocityvector, poc is the fluid pressure caused by the OC motion, v is
the kinetic viscosity of the fluid, i is the time, and the gradient operator V and the Laplacian
operator A are defined in the followlng form
･-(孟震), A-豊･若+芸･　　(8,
Using a Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method (Harlow, 1965), the fluid is decomposed into ,
rectangular parallelepiped cells and the pressure is discretized at the center of the cell.
Discretizing the dimISion te- and convection te- explicitly and the pressure term
implicitly in Eq･ (8), the discrete NavieトStokes equation is derived as fわllows:
n+J　　　　〝
Vr　-Vr
∂J
･'vf〝 ･∇,vfn ･ivpocn'1 -vAvfn -0 I(9)
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where 8t is the time interval and n is the time step. Rewriting Eq. (9) leads to
v了･. - vfn -61((vfn ･∇)vfn ･ivpocn･･ -vAvfn).　(10)
Taking divergence of Eq. (10) leads to
･･vfn･1-∇･vf"-6tV･((V:'･V)vfn･吉vp-n･1-uAvfn)･ (1.,
Following the continuity equation offluid, ∇･vfn'1 = o･ By contrast, to reduce numerical
error, the丘rst tem orthe right side ∇･,了is allowed to remain･ As a consequence, Eq.
(1 1) becomes
4poc"･1 -pl去∇･vf"-∇･((vfn ･V)vfn -MAvfn)] ･　(.2,
〟+1Substituting theknOwn value offluid velocity vector v,n into Eq. (12), p.c can be
obtained, and then v,n'l is obtainable from Eq. (10).
In this study, as the stmchral model (OC) and nuid model (Lymph nuid) were
constructed separately, the fluid-structure interaction between the model of the OC and that
of the lymph fluid was considered by applying a staggered approach･ As shown in Fig･ 3･4,
the procedure for coupling the fluid and structure equations is as follows: In time step n =
11, by multiplying the initial pressure PINT , With the area ofthefluid-structure interface (FIS
interface) of the OC model, the force vector fl over FIS interface of the OC model is
obtained･ Applying the force vector fl to Eq･ (3), the displacement vector us can be)
obtained, and then substituting it into Eq. (4), the velocity vector ausl/at is obtainable.
Assuming ∂usl/at=V,0 at the FIS interface, the fluid pressure p.cl caused by the OC/
motion is obtainable by Eq･ (12). In time step n = 2, assuming Couette now in the
sub-tectorial space, the shear stress vector Tl exerted on the TM and the RL is glVen by
1
･1 -p篭竿,　　　　　　　　　(13)
where vRELATIVEl is the relative velocity Vector between the TM and RL, h is the clearance
19
between the TM and the RL and p is the viscosity of water (1 x l0-3 kg/m･S). Multiplying
this shear stress vector 'l in the sub-tectorial space by areas of the TM and RL, and
1                            2 ･multiplying previously obtained fluid pressure poc and the initial pressure pm, ln time
step n = 2 by the area of the F-S ilfterface, the force vector f2 in time step n = 2 is obtained.
This obtained force vector f2 is applied to Eq. (3). By repeating the above procedure, the
time history or the movement of the OC and that of the pressure distribution in each scala
are obtained.
-- Numerical calculations were performed on a COMPAQ DS-20E using a 64-bit
flOatlng POlnt number representation･ Calculation was executed for 4 cycles for each
sinusoidal frequency and took 2 hours.
20
Figure 3. 1. Model of the organ of Corti descretized with finite elements･ The numbPr
of nodes is 1274 and the number of elements is 2139. Each shade of gray in the
model indicates the portion which has the same mechanical property･ Scale bar
represents 50 pm.
21
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Figure 3.2. Models of the lymph fluid. (a) Scala vestibuli. (b) Scala tympani.
Model dimensionsare glVen in pm. Dark area in each model corresponds to the
OC.
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Figure 3･3･ Model of the BM･ This model is a reduced representation of the OC
model shown in Fig･ 3･1･ Using this model, the st此leSS Ofthe BM is calculated to′
detem血e the Young-s modulus of the BM･ The a汀OW indicates the point where
the force is applied and the stiffness is evaluated･
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Time step 8f
Figure 3･4･ Scheme of the fluid-structure interaction uslng the staggered approach･
In time step 1, initial pressure PNTI caused by the fastand slow waves is applied
to the equations of the OC (Eqs･ (3)and (4)) and the velocity of the OC ∂usl/at is
obtained･ Then, applying this velocity ausl/at to the equat10n Of the lymphfluid
Pq･ (12)) as afluid velocity vfO over afluid-structure interface, the fluid pressure
Pocl in each scala caused by the movement of the OC is obtained at the same time
step･ In step 2, this obtained fluid pressure Pocl, the initial pressure PNT2 in time
step 2 and shear stress T 1 exerted on the TM and RL are applied to the equation
of the OC･ By repeating the above procedure, the time history of the movement of
the OC and that of the pressure distribution in each scala are obtained.
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Table 3.1. Geometric parameters of the OC model. BM, TM,
IPC, OPC and RL are the abbreviations of basilar membrane,
tectorial membrane, lnner pillar cell, Outer pillar cell and reticular
lamina, respectively. RL侶M angle indicates an angle between RL
and BM.
BM width
BM maximum thickness
TM width
TM maximum thickness
OPC height
IPC height
RL/BM angle
170 pm
35 um
120 pm
35 pm
70 pm
55 pm
20 degrees
TABLE 3.2. Mechanical properties applied to the OC and fluid models.
ノ　Young-smodulus P/m2)　poisson.sratio
BM
Deiters'cell
Hensen-s cell
lmer hair cell
Kimurals membrane
1.0×107
1.0×107
5.0×103
1.0×104
1.0×106
osseous spiral lamina　　　　2･0× 1010
OHC 1.0× 104
phalanx 1.0× 107
pillar cell　　　　　　　　　　1.0× 109
RL 1.0×109
stereocilia 1.0× 107
TM　　　　　　　　　　　　　6.0× 102
0.3
0.3
0.49
0.49
0.3
0.3
0.49
0.3
0.3
.3
0.3
0.49
The density and viscosity of the lymphfluid are l･0 × 103 kg/m3 and l･O
x 10-3 pa･S, respectively, which are equal to those of water･
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4. Validation of the model: Static displacement
(
when a sinusoidal fわrce of2.0 Hz and 1.0 × 10-6 N was applied to the bo仕om of the
BM, the amplitude and angle of the each polnt Within the OC model was calculated･ This
stimulation was equivalent to that of the hemicochlea experiment (Hu et al･, 1999), i･e･, the
application of oscillatory force via a glass paddle･ Experimentally obtained trajectories of
each measurement point (points in Fig. 4.1 (a)) and those of numerical results are shown by
thh and thick lines in Fig. 4.1 (b), respectively.
A comparison between numerical and experimental results revealed that the
numerically obtained amplitude and angle at the inne-ost OHC and outer pillar cell were
nearly血e same as those obtained by the experiment･ However, angles of the outemost
OHC top, IHC top, TM and middle OHC top differ from the experimental values by 16･7
degrees at the outermost OHC top'13･2 degrees at the IHC top, 27･9 degrees at the TM and
15･l degrees at the middle OHC top･ These discrepancies would result because the angle
between the RL and the BM of the model was different from that in the hemicochlea.
From the above-mentioned comparison, it was confirmed that the mechanical properties of
the model were appropriate.
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Figure 4.1. Trajectories of cochlear structures. (a) Points of measurement when a
sinusoidal fわrce of 2 Hz and l･0× 10-6 N is applied to the bottom of the basilar
membrane (arrows), such force bein等similar to the experiment using the
hemicochlea. (b) Tr亘iectodes of each polnt Within the OC. The horizontal axis is
parallel to the BM, and the verticalaxis is perpendicular to the BM. Thin lines are
the experimentalresults (Hu et al., 1999) and thick lines are the numerical results.
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5. Prediction of the characteristics of the fast and slow waves
(
When afluid pressure fluctuation is induced by vibration of the stapes, two types of
pressure waves occur in the cochlea. Lighthill (1981) theoretically characterized these
pressure waves. One is a fast wave which is uniformly distributed over cross-sections in
both scalae and propagates at the velocity of sound･ The other is a slow wave which
follows a traveling wave on the BM. The slow wave exists in the vicinlty Ofthe BM and
has equal magn血de with opposite phases at either side of the BM (Lighthill, 1981).
OIson (1999) suggested the existence of two modes of pressure waves from her
measurement of intracochlear pressure. As the OC is driven by these pressure waves, the
frequency characteristics of them were predicted to simulate the dynamic behavior of the
OC. The procedure for predicting the frequency characteristics of the fast and slow waves,
which are initial pressures applied to the OC model, is as follows: First, the frequency
characteristics of the fast wave in the SV (Pfast_SV) Were estimated by an analytical method.
Second, taking account of the experimentally obtained fluid pressure in the ST (OIson,
2001), the frequency characteristics of the fast wave in the ST (Pfast_ST) were estimated.
Finally, by comparing these experimental data with the numerical results, the frequency
characteristics of the slow wave (Psl｡W) were estimated.
When it is assumed that the cochlea is a tapered closed tube, i.e., the cross-sectional
area of the cochlea becomes smaller towards the apex, the magnitude of the fast wavej(X)
can be described as fわllows (Lighthill, 1981):
f(X) - f(0)(J. loc｡~l (L - X)])/(J.(oc｡~lL)) ,　　　(14)
wherej(0) is the magnitude of the fast wave at the base, L is a length of the cochlea, x is the
distance from the base, Jo is the first zero of the Bessel function, o) is the angular frequency
and co is the velocity of sound in water. In this study, the length of the cochlea上was set to
be ll.1 mm (Mdller, 1996). Figure 5.1 (a) is a schema of the gerbil cochlea indicating the
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location for which the model was constructed, and Fig･ 5･l (b) shows the magnitude ofj(X)
relative to j(0) as afunction of frequency in the gerbil cochlea at x = 3 mm.I The
magnitude of the fast wave increases with increaslng frequency and quarter-wavelength
resonance occurs at 48 kHz. The frequency characteristics of PfasI_SV Were estimated as
fわllows:
(1) The fluid pressure in the vicinity of the stapes was estimated to be 105 dB SPL when the
sound stimulus of80 dB SPL was applied to the ear canal due to the galn Of25 dB in the
middle earl Therefore, it was estimated that the magnitude ofPfas._SV Was 105 dB SPL
at I kHz and increased gradually with increaslng frequency and reached 1 12 dB SPL at
40 kHz in accordance with Eq. (14).
(2) The phase difference of Pfast-SV relative to the pressure near the stapes is zero for the
entire frequency range because the footplate of the stapes is connected to the basal end
ofthe SV and the fast wave propagates at the veloclty Of sound.
Figure 5･2 (a) shows the experimental data on the fluid pressure in the ST in the
basal tum in the gerbil cochlea when a pure tone of 80 dB SPL was applied to the ear canal
(01son, 2001)･ In that experiment, advancing and retracting the pressure sensor to and
from the BM while keeplng it perpendicular to the BM, the fluid pressures in the ST were
measured at intervals of approximately 20 pm. the base point of the distance from the
BM was determined by touching the BM with the sensor･ Taking these experimental data
into account, the frequency charactel･istics of Pfast_ST Were estimated as follows:
(3) In the experimental data, the difference of the magnitude of the fluid pressure between
nearest-neighbor measunng points for a certain frequency becomes small with
increaslng distance from the BM, except for frequencies close to the characteristic
frequency (CF) of 16 kHz･ Because Pst.W exists in the vicinity of the BM in contrast to
Pfast-ST Which is uniformin the ST, this behavior implies that the magnitude of Psl.w does
not have a slgniflCant effect on the pressure at polntS far from the BM, i･e･, Pfast_ST is
dominant･ Therefore, from the experimental data at 120 LLm from the BM, it was
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estimated that the magnitude ofPfasI_ST is 90 dB SPL at I kHz, 93 dB SPL at 5 kHz, 102
(
dB SPL at 30 kHz and 111 dB SPL at 40 kHz. The magnitudes ofPfast_ST between 5
kHz and 30 kHz were estimated using linear interpolation.
(4) The phase difference of Pfas._STJrelative to the pressure near the stapes was estimated
based on the experimental data at 102 pm from the BM, i.e., 60 degrees below 10 kHz
and 0 degrees above 16 kHz.
On the other hand, as Pslow is regarded as being nuid pressure propagation caused by
thefluidflux in the vicinityofthe BM, the frequency response's of Psl.w are Similar to those
or仇e traveling wave on the BM･ It is widely accepted that the magn血de of the traveling
wave increases with increasing frequency up to the CF, and then decays sharply. Therefore,
the frequency characteristics of Pst.w Were assumed to be as follows:
(5) The phase delay of the traveling wave was assumed to originate at 1 kHz. And then,
followlng the experimentally obtained phase difference of the fluid pressure at 7 pm
from the BM, where Pst.w is dominant, it was estimated that the phase difference ofPsI.w
was -1 80 degrees at 18 kHz, resulting in destructive interference with PfasI_ST Which was
observed as a pressure notch in the experimental data･ Above 22 kHz, the phase
difference of Pslow Was estimated to be -360 degrees･ Therefore, the phase differences
of Psl｡W over the entire frequency range were占stimated as shown in Fig. 5.3 (b) using
cubic interpolation.
(6) Applying the magnitude and phase of Pfas._SV and Pfast_ST and the phase of Psl.w tO the
model, the magnitude of Pst.W Was estimated so as to fit the pressure distribution in the
ST obtained by our numerical analysis with that of the experimental data. At 1 kHz, it
was estimated that the magnitude of Pst.w is the same value as that of Pfast_SV because
both of them are caused by vibration of the stapes. The magnitude of Pst.w then
gradually increased with increaslng frequency and reached a maximum of 125 dB SPL at
the CF. The magn血de ofPsl｡w Was fわllowed by 122 dB SPL at 18 kHz and 110 dB
SPL at 22 kHz. Above 22 kHz, the magn血de ofPsl｡w Was determined to be 70 dB SPL,
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a limit beyond which the magnitude of Pslow does not have an effect on the pressure
distribution in the ST.
Figure 5･2 (b) shows the numerically obtained pressure distribution in the ST when
these predicted pressure waves, whi£血 are shown in Fig. 5.3 (a) and (b), were applied to the
model･ The pressure peak at 16 kHz, the pressure notch at 18 kHz, the pressure increase
from 30 kHz and the phase of pressure relative to the pressure near the stapes were
consistent with those or the experimental data･ However, the depth and sharpness of the
pressure notch at 18 kHz were different･ The reason for this discrepancy might be the
difference between the boundary condition in the model of the ST and the actual situation in
the real cochlea at 120 Llm from the BM･ Consequently'lt Can be said that the magnitude
and phase of the fast and slow waves were approprlately predicted for the most part･
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Figure 5･1･ Frequency response of the fast wave at a specific polnt in the gerbil
cochlea･ (a) Schema of the cochlea and the site where the model was constmcted.
The total length of the gerbil cochlea is ll.1mmand the OC at 3 mm from the
base (shaded area) is modeled. (b) Magnitude of the fast wave as a function of
frequency which is derived from Eq. (14). Magnitude is relative to the sound
pressure at the base.
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Figure 5.2. Magnitude and phase ofthefluid pressure inthe ST versus frequency
when a pure tone of 80 dB SPL was applied to the ear canal. The key indicates the
distance fromthe BM. (a) Experimentaldata fromthe basal turn where the CF is
about 16 kHz (OIson's figure 7. c and d, 2001). (b) Numerical results. Magnitude
is relative to the stimulus level in the ear canal. Phase is relative to the pressure
near the stapes.
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Figure 5･3･ Numerically obtained frequency characteristics of the slow wave, the
fast waves in the SV and the ST when the magnitude and phase of the fluid pres-
sure in the scala tympani are shown in Fig･ 5･2 (b)･ The slow wave was applied to
the F-S interface of the OC model and the fast waves were applied to the fluid
models unifomiy. (a) Magnitude. @) Phase･
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6･ Velocity of the basilar membrane as a function of frequency
(
Using a laser interferometer microscope, Ren and Nuttall (2001) measured the
velocity the BM at the basal tum in the gerbil cochlea as a function of frequency･Asthe
active force generation by the OHC was not included in the model, the post-mortem BM
velocity in their study was compared with the numerically obtained velocity of the BM.
The CF at the location of the measurement was approximately 10 kHz･ The veloclty Orthe
IBM was analyzed at the radial position of the second row of otlter hair cells indicated in Fig･
6･1 (a), where the laser beam was fbcused on the BM in the experiment. Figure 6.1 (b)
shows a comparison between the numerically obtained veloclty Of the BM and experimental
one as a function of frequency. Although the frequency where the BM velocity has a
maximum value is different between the CF of the model and that of the experiment, namely,
1 6 kHz and 1 0 kHz, respectively, the numerical result was similar to the experimental data.
Figure 6.2 shows velocity tr亘iectories at each point on the OC, i.e., at the Claudius
cell, Hensen cell, upper surface of the TM, IHC top and bottom of the TM. Velocities at all
position reached a maximum at the frequency of 16 kHz. The angle of the trajectory
relative to the BM was about 48 degrees at the IHC top and about 84 degrees at the bottom
ofthe TM. Moreover, the trajectories at the IHC top and Hensen cell became ellipses with
increaslng frequency up to CF. It was concluded that the OC rotates around a polnt near
the foot of the inner pillar cell. Moreover, the velocity trajectories of the polnt at Henen
cell became ellipse and opened wider with increaslng frequency up to CF. This behavior
co汀eSpOnds to that or experiment (Hemmert et a1., 2000).
As mentioned above, the numerical results co汀eSpOnded to experimental data.
Therefore, the model and the predicted pressure waves appear to be reliable.
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Figure 6･1･ Velocities of the basilar membrane when a pure tone of 80 dB SPL is
applied to the ear canal. (a) Velocity measurement points on the BM･ OHC2 is
the abbreviation of the OHC of the second row. (b) Numerically obtained velocity
of the BM and the experimental one (及en and Nuttall, 2001) at the position which
is indicated in (a). The CF of the model and that of也e experiment are 16 kHz and
10 kHz, respectively.
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Figure 6.2. Velocitytrajectories at points on the OC for each stimulusfrequency･
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Figure 6･2･ Velocitytrajectories at points on the OC for each stimulus &equency.
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7. Conclusions
(
A two_dimensionalfluid-structure interaction micromechanical model of the OC
was constructed uslng the FEM, and unknown mechanical properties of the model were
validated with the experimental results of trajectories within the OC in the hemicochlea.
By comparison between numerical results and those of intracochlear pressure measurement,
the magnitude and phase of the fast and slow waves were predicted. The dynamic
behavior of the OC was then simulated. Conclusions are as fわllows:
(1)When a pure tone of80 dB SPL is applied to the ear canal, the magnitude of the fast
wave in the SV, which is 105 dB SPL at I kHz, increases with increaslng frequency
andreaches 112 dB SPL at40 kHz. The phase of the fastwave in the SV is 0 degrees
for the entire frequency range･ The magnitude of the fast wave in the ST also
increases with increaslng frequency, but the magnitude in the ST is lower than that in
the SV, i.e., 90 dB SPL at 1 kHz and 111 dB SPL at40 kHz. The phase of the fast
wave in the ST is +60 degrees in the low frequency range and becomes 0 degrees
above the CF. The magnitude of the slow wave is the same as that of the fast wave in
the SV at l kHz (105 dB SPL), and increases gradually with increasing frequency until
it reaches a maximum of 125 dB SPL at the CF. It then falls sharply to 70 dB SPL.
The phase of the slow wave starts at 0 degrees and is slgnificantly delayed near the CF
and becomes -360 degrees above the CF.
(2) The OC shows a rotational movement around a point near the fわot of the inner pillar
cell.
(3) It was confirmed that the availability of the model to simulate the dynamic behavior of
theOC.
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